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Et tu, Brute? Why Huawei's Development of France's 5G Network Will be a Game-Changer
Sputnik US
According to the unnamed sources, ANSSI, the French cyber-security ... The news came amid
the US crackdown on the tech firm over concerns that
The importance of supply chain security
SC Magazine UK
The report confirmed that only 18 percent of businesses and 14 percent of charities require
their suppliers to have any cyber-security standards or good ...
Coronavirus Cybersecurity Fallout Might Not Be Felt for Weeks or Longer
Wall Street Journal
And the U.K.'s National Crime Agency confirmed to WSJ Pro Cybersecurity that it is
investigating an alleged ransomware attack against Hammersmith
Free cybersecurity tools coming online to protect WFH staffers
SC Magazine
Several cybersecurity firms are going the extra mile to help customers set up a safe
environment for their telecommuting workforce. The new reality of ...
And So It Begins: The First CCPA Class Action
Retail & Consumer Products Law Observer (blog)
The amended complaint further alleges that Andersson failed to protect consumers' data
because it did not have an executive in charge of cybersecurity, ...

Ransom attackers set sights on financial sector 'big game'
Financial Times
It's something I have seen help companies that we are working with.” Get alerts on Cyber
Security when a new story is published. Get alerts
COVID-19 exposes gaps in cybersecurity safety net as millions work from home
SC Magazine
“Since most of the security controls and tools used depend on being on the local network,
many tools companies use cannot do [many] things remotely,” ...
Cyber jobs deemed essential during pandemic
Politico
Editor's Note: Morning Cybersecurity is a free version of POLITICO Pro ... Law: Mediant
Communications won dismissal of a data breach class action ...
400 Cybersecurity Pros Volunteer to Fight Hacking Tied to Coronavirus
Insurance Journal
400 Cybersecurity Pros Volunteer to Fight Hacking Tied to Coronavirus ... Called the COVID-19
CTI League, for cyber threat intelligence, the group ... hacking conference Def Con and a vice
president at security company Okta Inc
Remote Staff Must Be Vigilant About Cyber-Security
FTF News
The company sent out a cyber-security checklist for those who might be new to working
remotely. “When you're in an office and protected by network- ...
It's time to quit the legacy technology leaving your company vulnerable
SC Magazine UK
Seven cyber-security experts provide their thoughts on how and why businesses ... If we
continue to apply legacy approaches to data security and risk
Hackers target WHO as coronavirus cyberattacks increase
Al Jazeera America
"It's still around 2,000 a day," he said. "I have never seen anything like this." SOURCE: Reuters
news agency. Cybersecurity · Coronavirus pandemic ...
Industry comes together for 'game-changer' cyber ship initiative
Riviera Maritime Media
Experts in cyber security and maritime operations are forging ahead with the creation of a
first-of-its-kind research facility. Linked In Twitter Facebook
And Now, for Something Awesome... SANS Launches New Series of Worldwide Capture-theFlag ...
SANS.org
We're working to bring the cybersecurity community together with free ... To help individuals
and organizations keep their cyber security skills honed at ... Join the SANS Community to
receive the latest curated cybersecurity news,

Cisco security GM discusses plan for infosec domination
TechTarget
Like other recent studies, Cisco's [2020] CISO Benchmark Report showed that many CISOs
feel they have too many security products and are actively
From Zero to Hero: CISO Edition
Dark Reading
Traditionally, CISOs have borne the brunt of blame for cyber events that affect an
organization. Because CISOs are the leaders in charge of data ...
Legal sector more prone to data breaches than ever
SC Magazine
Data leak confessions increase 27 percent in 2019 from eight percent in 2018; Covid -related
remote work to aggravate issue

